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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn the present work we study cohomology of BN-pairs. Tits proved 9
that a BN-pair G is the free amalgamation of its parabolics of rank 2
containing a fixed Borel subgroup. It follows that the first cohomology
1 .group H G, M , where M is a G-module, can be computed, in a sense,
within rank 2 parabolics. We generalize this fact; namely, we show that the
k th cohomology group can be computed within rank k q 1 parabolics.
Let us give exact statements. Suppose B, N : G is a BN-pair, T s B l
N, W s NrT is the Weyl group, r g W, i g I are the simple reflections,i
< <  .  < :and m s I s rank G is the rank of G. For J : I let P s B, r j g JJ j
 .be the corresponding parabolic subgroup or, shortly, parabolic . By rank
 . < <we denote the parabolic rank, i.e., rank P s J .J
k .Let M be a G-module. If z g Z G, M is a cocycle, then the cocycles
< k .z s z g Z P, M , P s P are consistent with each other in the sensePP J
that
< <z s z ,P l P P l PP P1 2 1 21 2
for all P s P , P s P .1 J 2 J1 2
Conversely let P be a nonempty set of parabolics P = B. Consider a
system of cocycles,
kz g Z P , M P g P . . 4P
We say that this system is consistent if
< <z s z , ;P , Q g P.P l Q P l QP Q
The main result of the present article is the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a group with a BN-pair of rank m, k F m y 2,
let M be a G-module, and let P be the set of all parabolics P = B of rank
 .rank P s k q 1. Suppose that
kz g Z P , M P g P . 4P
k .is a consistent cocycle system. Then there exists a cocycle z g Z G, M such
<that z s z ;P g P. Moreo¨er, z is unique up to cohomology; i.e., if twoPP
X Y k . X < Y < X Ycocycles z , z g Z G, M satisfy z s z s z ;P g P, then z y z gP P P
k .B G, M .
It should be noted that we cannot replace cocycles by cohomology
classes in the statement of this theorem.
w xIn the work 3 we described the so-called relations module of a Coxeter
group; it follows from this description that the extensions of Coxeter
 w xgroups ``can be described within rank 3 subgroups'' see 3 for the exact
.statement . Thus, the present work can also be regarded as a generaliza-
tion of this result.
The structure of the work is the following. In Section 2 we investigate
the general problem on the extension of consistent cocycles system defined
on some set of subgroups. In Section 3 we recall the basic properties of
BN-pairs and the associated chamber systems. Also we describe certain
orderings of GrB, and we show that GrB is a so-called good-ordered
chamber system. In Section 4 we associate to a chamber system certain
simplicial complexes. The homological properties of these complexes are
the subject of Sections 5 to 7. Theorem 1.1 is deduced in Section 4. Section
8 contains some speculations concerning applications, generalizations, etc.
2. COCHAINS ON SYSTEMS OF SUBGROUPS
w xFor the fundamentals of group cohomology see 2 .
 4Let G be a group, let H s H , . . . , H be some set of its subgroups, let1 n
k .M be a G-module, and let z g Z H , M be cocycles. We say that thei i
 4system of cocycles z is consistent ifi
< <z s z , ;1 F i , j F n.H l H H l Hi ji j i j
If H s H is a subgroup from H then we also write z for z .i H i
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that H is k-sufficient if
 .1 for any module M and for any consistent cocycle system,
kz g Z H , M H g H , . 4H
k . <there exists a cocycle z g Z G, M such that z s z ;H g H, andHH
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 . X Y k .2 z is unique up to cohomology, i.e., if z , z g Z G, M satisfy
X < Y < X Y k .z s z s z for each H g H, then z y z g B G, M .H H H
Clearly, one can assume that there are no inclusions among the mem-
bers of H.
In this section we obtain a certain condition for a system of subgroups to
be k-sufficient.
In our article we use some elementary facts on homology of simplicial
w xcomplexes that can be found in 6, Chaps. 3, 4 . Let K be a simplicial
complex. Denote by
C# K s C K i G 0 4 .  .i
 .its ordered chain complex. Here C K is the free abelian group spannedi
 .by all ordered sequences x , x , . . . , x such that all x are in the same0 1 i i
Ä  .simplex s of K. We also consider the augmented chain complex C# K ;
Ä Ä .  .  .C K s Z, and C K s C K for i / y1. By ­ we denote the usualy1 i i
boundary operators in these complexes.
q .Further, we also need the oriented chain complex C# K , which is a
 .certain quotient complex of C# K , and the corresponding augmented
Äq q . w x w x  .  .complex C# K . See 6 for their definitions. In 6 C# K and C# K are
 .  .denoted by D# K and C# K , respectively.
Ä .  .By H# K , resp. H# K , we denote the homology groups, resp., the
reduced homology groups, of K.
Finally, if a complex K contains a unique maximal simplex which
.consists of all points of K , then we say briefly that K is a simplex.
Consider the simplicial complex whose set of points is G and the
maximal simplexes precisely the cosets gH, where g g G and H g H.
 .Denote this complex by S G, H .
Ä   ..PROPOSITION 2.2. If H S G, H s 0 for e¨ery 0 F d F k, then H isd
k-sufficient.
The proof is given later in this section.
 .   ..The group G acts on S G, H by left multiplication. Thus, C# S G, H
has a natural G-module structure. To simplify the notation, we denote this
 .  .  ..complex by C# G, H . Also, we denote by Z G, H B G, H the sub-k k
 .  .group of k-cycles resp., k-boundaries in C# G, H .
For a chain complex of G-modules C# and a G-module M we can
consider the cochain complex,
DU s Hom C#, M , Di s Hom C , M , .  .G G i
the differential d being defined by
df m s f ­ m , f g Di , m g C . .  . iq1
  . .  .We denote Hom C# G, H , M by C# G, H, M .
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 4  .Consider the special case H s G ; in this case the complex S G, H is a
  4.simplex. Then C# G, G is a free resolution for G, and so the cohomol-
U   4 .ogy of the complex C G, G , M is equal to the usual cohomology
U  .H G, M .
  4.  .The Z-basis of C G, G consists of all k q 1-tuples g , g , . . . , g ,k 0 1 k
 .g g G, and the ZG-basis consists of all k q 1-tuples 1, g , . . . , g . Thei 1 k
 .relation with the standard or bar- resolution is the following: the simplex
w < < < x denoted by g g g ??? g in bar-notation is g , g g , g g g , . . . , g g0 1 2 k 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1
.??? g .k
k .Now we describe a bijection between C G, H, M and the set of
consistent systems of k-cochains on H.
 .We use ``simple'' rather than ``bar-'' notation, so that by a k-cochain
k . = kq1.from C H, M we mean an H-equivariant map c: H ª M, the
differential,
d: C k H , M ª C kq1 H , M .  .
being defined by
idc g , g , . . . , g s y1 g , g , . . . , g , . . . , g , .  .  .  .Ã0 1 kq1 0 1 i kq1
0FiFkq1
Ãwhere means that g is missed. We leave to the reader to check that thei
concept of a consistent cochain system does not depend on whether we use
simple or bar notation.
k . = kq1.An element of C G, H, M is a partial map c: G ª M defined
 .on the k q 1-tuples x , . . . , x such that x , . . . , x are all in the same0 k 0 k
coset gH for a suitable g g G and H g H. Moreover, this map must be
G-equivariant. Restricting c on each set H= kq1., we get the system of
k-cochains,
kc g C H , M H g H , . 4H
 4which is evidently consistent. Conversely suppose that c is a consistentH
k .system of k-cochains. Then we can define c g C G, H, M in the follow-
ing way. If x , . . . , x g gH we set0 k
c x , . . . , x s x c 1, xy1 x , . . . , xy1 x , .  .0 k 0 H 0 1 0 k
 y1 .obviously all the x x are in H . Because of the consistency of the0 i
 4system c this definition does not depend on the choice of a coset gHH
containing x , . . . , x .0 k
k .We identify the set of all consistent cochain systems with C G, H, M .
It is easy to check that this correspondence is consistent with the
 4differentials; i.e., if a cochain system c corresponds to an elementH
k .  4c g C G, H, M , then the cochain system dc is also consist and corre-H
kq1 .sponds to dc g C G, H, M .
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k .To prove Proposition 2.2 we show that every cocycle from Z G, H, M
k  4 .can be extended to a cocycle from Z G, G , M and that any two
k  4 .extensions differ by an element of B G, G , M .
 4 k  4 .To simplify the notation, we shall often omit G , so that B G, G , M
k .will denoted by B G, M , etc.
 .   4.  .Because S G, H is a subcomplex of S G, G , C# G, H is a chain
 .subcomplex of C# G .
 .  .Note that the quotient D = C G rC G, H is a free ZG-modulek k
 .  .whose ZG-basis consists of the cosets 1, x , . . . , x q C G, H such that1 k k
 4x , . . . , x is not a subset of any H g H.1 k
Note that
Ä ÄC G rC G, H ( C G rC G, H , .  .  .  .k k k k
Äwhere C# is the augmented complex.
Consider the short exact sequence of complexes,
Ä Ä0 ª C# G, H ª C# G ª D# ª 0. 1 .  .  .
It induces the long exact homological sequence,
Ä Ä0 ¤ H D# ¤ H C# G ¤ H C# G, H ¤ H D# .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 1
Ä Ä¤ H C# G ¤ H C# G, H ¤ . . . . 2 .  .  . .  .1 1
The homology groups appearing in the last sequence are precisely the
Ä Ä   4..   ..reduced homology groups H# S G, G and H# S G, H . The former of
  4.these groups is trivial, because S G, G is a simplex. Further,
Ä   ..H S G, H s 0 for 0 F d F k by the hypothesis of Proposition 2.2. Thus,d
Ä .    ...the first terms of 2 up to H C# G arekq1
0 ¤ H D# ¤ 0 ¤ 0 ¤ H D# ¤ ??? ¤ H D# ¤ 0. 3 .  .  .  .0 1 kq1
 .Hence H D# s 0 for 0 F d F k q 1, and the sequenced
0 ¤ D ¤ D ¤ ??? ¤ D ¤ D 4 .0 1 kq1 kq2
is exact in dimensions F k q 1.
 .Because all the modules D are free, sequence 4 splits; i.e., it has thei
form,
0¤D sDX ¤ D s DX [ DX ¤ D s DX [ DX ¤ ???0 0 1 0 1 2 1 2
¤ D s DX [ DX ¤ D s DX [ DX .kq1 k kq1 kq2 kq1 kq2
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It follows that for any G-module M the sequence,
0 ª Hom D , M ª Hom D , M ª ??? 5 .  .  .0 1
is exact in dimensions F k q 1.
k . k .We shall denote by r the restriction map C G, M ª C G, H, M and
the corresponding maps of B k, Zk, H k.
Consider the sequence,
0 ª C# G, H ª C# G ª D# ª 0, 6 .  .  .
and write it down in the explicit form,
0 0
6 6
6 6 6 .  .0 C G, H C G, H ???0 1
6 6
. 7 .6 6 6 .  .C G0 C G ???0 1
6 6
6 6 6D0 D ???0 1
6 6
0 0
 .Applying functor Hom ?, M , we get the diagram,G
0 06 6
0 16 6 6 .  .0 C G, H , M C G, H , M ???6 6
. 80 1  .6 6 6 .  .C G , M0 C G, M ???6 6
6 6 6
 .  .Hom D , M0 Hom D , M ???G 0 G 16 6
0 0
 .Because the entries of 7 are free and the columns are exact, we
 .conclude that the column of 8 are exact also. So one can consider the
associated long exact cohomological sequence. Considering the segment,
H k Hom D#, M ª H k G, M ª H k G, H , M .  .  . .
ª H kq1 Hom D#, M , . .
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 .and taking into account that the first and last terms are trivial because 5
is exact, we see that the restriction,
r : H k G, M ª H k G, H , M .  .
is an isomorphism.
k . k . Now suppose z g Z G, H, M . Then z q B G, H, M s r z q1
k .. k .  .B G, M for some z g Z G, M . Therefore z s r z q b for some1 1
k .b g B G, H, M .
Because both the columns and the upper row of the diagram,
rky1 ky16 .  .C G, M C G, H , M
66
dd
rk k6 .  .B G, M B G, H , M
 .are surjective, the lower row is surjective also. So b s r b for some1
k .  .b g B G, M . Now we get z s r z q b , whence,1 1 1
r : Zk G, M ª Zk G, H , M .  .
is surjective.
 .  .  .If z s r z s r z , then r z y z s 0. In particular, the cohomology1 2 1 2
 .class of r z y z equals zero, and so z y z is cohomologous to zero.1 2 1 2
Proposition 2.2 is proved.
In some special cases it is sufficient to consider a smaller complex
 .instead of S G, H . Suppose there exists a subgroup B contained in each
 .H g H, and define complex S G, H, B as follows. The vertices of
 .S G, H, B are the cosets xB, and the simplexes are those subsets
x B, . . . , x B that lie in the coset gH for some g g G and H g H.1 m
  ..   ..LEMMA 2.3. H# S G, H, B ( H# S G, H .
Proof. Let GrB be the set of all cosets, and let X : G be a set of
representatives for cosets. Define w : G ª GrB and c : GrB ª G by
 .  .w g s gB and c xB s x if x g X. One can easily see that w and c are
 .  .simplicial maps between the complexes S G, H and S G, H, B .
Let K and L be simplicial complex and let u , h: K ª L be simplicial
maps. Recall that these maps are called conjugate if for every simplex
s g K the simplexes u s and hs are in the same simplex q g L. If u and h
 .are conjugate, then the induced maps of homology groups u#, h#: H# K
 . w xª H# L are equal, see 6, Section 4.3, Theorem 9 .
Evidently, wc s id . Further, u s cw is conjugate to the identityG r B
 .  .map on S G, H , because u maps every maximal simplex of S G, H to its
 .  .own subset. It follows that wc # s w#c# and cw s c#w# are the
  ..   ..identity maps on H# S G, H, B and H# S G, H , respectively. There-
fore, w# and c# are isomorphisms.
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3. ORDERED CHAMBER SYSTEMS
 .General facts on Coxeter groups and Tits systems BN-pairs can be
w x w xfound in 1, Chap. 4 and 8 .
 4Let I s 1, . . . , m and let
m i j2 < :W s r , 1 F i F m r s 1, r r s 1 .i i i j
be a Coxeter group; here 2 F m s m F `.i j ji
 . By l w we denote the length of an element w g W with respect to the
.generators r . An expression,i
w s r ??? ri i1 k
 .is called reduced if k s l w .
 .  .  .Note that for u, ¨ g W the condition l u¨ s l u q l ¨ is equivalent
to the fact that if r ??? r and r ??? r are reduced expressions for u andi i j j1 k 1 l
¨ , respectively, then r ??? r r ??? r is a reduced expression for u¨ .i i j j1 k 1 l
For J : I denote
 < :W s r i g J .J i
The facts we need are collected in the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. i If w g W and w s r ??? r s r ??? r are twoi i j j1 l 1 l
 4  4reduced expressions for w, then the sets i , . . . , i and j , . . . , j are equal1 l 1 l
 .up to multiplicities . Further, this set is equal to the smallest subset J : I
such that w g W .J
 .ii Let ¨ g W and J : I. Then the coset ¨W contains a uniqueJ
element w of minimal length. This element w is the unique element in ¨WJ
 .  . X  X.  .such that l wr s l w q 1 for all i g J. If w g W , then l ww s l w qi J
 X.l w .
The element w is called right J-reduced element.
 . w xProof. i see 1, Chap. 4, Section 1, Proposition 7 and its corollary .
 . w xii 1, Chap. 4, Section 1, Exercise 3 .
 .Let G, B, N be a BN-pair, let T s B l N, W s NrT be its Weyl
group, and let r , i g I be the simple reflections in W.i
 < :For J : I let P s B; r i g J be the parabolic subgroup. ThenJ i
P s BwB.DJ
wgWJ
We shall use P in place of P .i i4
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 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. i If ¨ , w g W and l ¨ q l w s l ¨w , then B¨BwB s
B¨wB.
 .ii Let r ??? r be a reduced expression for w. Then B¨BwB lies in thei i1 k
union of the double cosets of the form,
B¨r ??? r B ,j j1 l
 .  .where j , . . . , j is some subsequence in i , . . . , i .1 l 1 k
 . w xProof. i See 1, Chap. 4, Section 2, Theorem 2, Corollary 1 .
 . w xii 1, Chap. 4, Section 2, Lemma 1 .
We denote the set of all cosets GrB by C and we call the elements of
C chambers.
Let J : I. We define two chambers c, cX g C to be J-equivalent and we
denote this by c ; cX if they are in the same coset gP . We callJ J
 4i -equivalent chambers i-adjacent.
Let M be a set, and let a and b be two equivalency relations on M.
Clearly the intersection a l b is an equivalency; further denote by a j b
the smallest equivalency containing both a and b.
LEMMA 3.3. Let J, K : I.
 .i ; l ; s; ; in other words, if A is a class of J-equi¨ -J K J l K
alency and if B is a class of K-equi¨ alency, then C s A l B is either empty or
is a J l K-equi¨ alency class.
 .ii ; j ; s; .J K J j K
 .iii If J / K, A is a ; -class and B is a ; -class, then A / B.J K
 .  .  :Proof. i follows from P l P s P , ii from P , P s P ,J K J l K J K J j K
 .and iii from P / P .J K
 .Let X : C be an arbitrary subset. Then statement i of the lemma
implies that there exists the least J such that all c g X are J-equivalent.
 .  .We define type X s J, and we denote by env X the class of J-equiv-
 .alency containing X the envelope .
w xBy x we denote the J-equivalency class containing x g C.J
The following lemma is obvious.
 . w xLEMMA 3.4. If X : C and x g X, then env X s x .type X .
 .  .If X, Y : C and X l Y / B, then the equalities type X s type Y and
 .  .env X s env Y are equi¨ alent.
 .Define the function t : C ª W by t c s w if c : BwB.
In the following text we need a lemma.
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 .  .LEMMA 3.5. If x, y g C and x ; y, then t x g t y W .J J
 .Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.2 ii .
Define binary relation $ on C ; by definition, c $ cX if there exists
X  X.  .   X..i g I such that c and c are i-adjacent, t c s t c r , and l t c si
  ..l t c q 1.
X   ..   X..Because c $ c implies l t c - l t c , it follows that $ is a pre-
order; i.e., there is no closed chain c $ c $ ??? $ c $ c .1 2 k 1
By - we denote the partial order on C that is the closure of $ .
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let J : I, and let A : C be a ; -class. Then AJ
contains a unique chamber minimal with respect to $ .
  ..Proof. Choose c g A so that l t c is minimal. It follows immediately
from the definition of $ that c is $-minimal in A.
X  X.Show that if c g A is minimal with respect to $ , then w s t c is
right J-reduced. Otherwise there exists an i g J such that w s wX r andi
 .  X . Xl w s l w q 1. We have c s bwB, for some b g B. Consider the cham-
ber cY s bwXB. Obviously, cX and cY are i-adjacent, because both of them
are in the coset bwXP . Hence cY $ cX, a contradiction.i
 .In particular, w s t c is right J-reduced.
Again suppose cX is minimal. We have
cX : cP s c BwXB s cwXB.D DJ  /
X Xw gW w gWJ J
Therefore cX is in one of the subsets cwXB. If cX : cwXB, then cX : BwBwXB
X  .  X . X X Xs Bww B by Lemma 3.2 i , whence t c s ww . But if w / 1, then ww is
X X Xnot right J-reduced. Therefore w s 1 and c : cB s c; i.e., c s c.
Suppose we are given a chain,
c $ c $ ??? $ c .1 2 k
  ..   ..Then l t c s l t c q k y 1. We associate to this chain a sequencek 1
 .a , . . . , a of elements of I defined by the condition that c and c1 ky1 i iq1
 .  .  .  .are a -adjacent. Then t c s t c r and t c s t c r ??? r . It isi iq1 i a k 1 a ai 1 ky1
 .y1  .clear that r ??? r is a reduced expression for t c t c .a a 1 k1 ky1
 . PROPOSITION 3.7. i Let c $ c $ ??? $ c be a chain, let a , . . . ,1 2 k 1
.a be its associated sequence, and let J : I be the set of those i g I thatky1
occur in this sequence. Then
 4  4type c , c s type c , c , . . . , c s J . .  .1 k 1 2 k
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 .ii Let x - x - ??? - x be a chain with respect to - . Then1 2 k
 4  4type x , x , . . . , x s type x , x , .  .1 2 k 1 k
 4  4env x , x , . . . , x s env x , x . .  .1 2 k 1 k
 .Proof. i Because c and c are a -equivalent, all c , . . . , c arei iq1 i 1 k
J-equivalent each to other, whence
 4  4type c , c : type c , c , . . . , c : J . 9 . .  .1 k 1 2 k
 .y1  .Further, r ??? r is a reduced expression for w s t c t c .a a 1 k1 ky1X  4.  .  . XIf J s type c , c is a proper subset of J, then t c g t c W by1 k k 1 J
 .XLemma 3.5, whence w g W . But this is impossible by Proposition 3.1 i .J
 .So inclusion 9 is an equality.
 .ii It follows immediately from the definition of the order - that
the chain x - x - ??? - x can be included into a chain c $ ??? $ c1 2 k 1 l
so that c s x and c s x . Then we have1 1 l k
 4  4  4type c , c s type x , x : type x , x , . . . , x .  .  .1 l 1 k 1 2 k
 4: type c , . . . , c . .1 l
Because the first and last terms of this inclusion coincide, it is an equality.
 4.  4.This proves type x , x , . . . , x s type x , x . The statement about1 2 k 1 k
the envelopes is clear by Lemma 3.4.
In the rest of this section we define regular chamber systems and good
orders on them. These concepts are obtained from the axiomatization of
the properties of the J-equivalence and the order proved earlier in this
section. This axiomatization has two reasons.
First, in the rest of the proof of the main theorem we only use the fact
that C is a regular chamber system possessing a good order, rather than
particular properties of Chevalley groups and BN-pairs.
Second, some geometries related to sporadic groups also give rise to
regular chamber systems with a good order. So there is an analogue of our
main theorem for these groups. We are going to expose such a generaliza-
tion of Theorem 1.1 in the subsequent articles.
w xRecall the definition of a chamber system, cf 7 . A chamber system
 . C ; P , i g I , denoted briefly by C , consists of a set C whose elementsi
.  .are called chambers , a set I the set of types , and a system of equivalency
 .relations P , i g I the adjacency relations . We call P -equivalent cham-i i
bers i-adjacent.
For a subset J : I define P s D P the union of equivalenceJ ig J i
.relations . We call P -equivalent chambers simply J-equivalent.J
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 .DEFINITION 3.8. We say that the chamber system C s C ; P , i g I isi
regular if it satisfies the conditions
 .1 there exists a unique class of I-equivalency; i.e., any two cham-
bers can be connected by a sequence of adjacent chambers;
 .2 if A is a P -class, B is a P -class, and J / K, then A / B; andJ K
 .3 for any J, K : I we have P l P s P .J K J l K
Note: the chamber systems associated with Buekenhout geometries are
w x .always regular. See 5 for a discussion of ``geometric'' chamber systems.
w xWe denote the P -class containing x g C by x .J J
If C is a regular chamber system and X : C is a subset, then there
exists a unique minimal subset J : I such that all elements of X are in the
 .  .same P -equivalency class. So we can define env X and type X as in theJ
earlier text. Lemma 3.4 also holds.
DEFINITION 3.9. Let C be a regular chamber system. A good order on
 .C is a pair $ , - , where $ is a preorder and - is a partial order such
that
 .1 - is the closure of $ ;
 .2 every class of J-equivalency contains a unique $-minimal cham-
ber;
 .3 if x $ y then x and y are i-adjacent for some i g I; and if A is a
class of i-adjacency and a g A is the $-minimal chamber in A, then all
the other chambers in A are pairwise incomparable with respect to - ;
 .4 for any chain x - x - ??? - x we have1 2 k
 4  4env x , x s env x , x , . . . , x , .  .1 k 1 2 k
or, equivalently,
 4  4type x , x s type x , x , . . . , x ; .  .1 k 1 2 k
 .5 there exists no infinite descending chain,
x % x % x % ??? .1 2 3
In these terms, the main result of this section can be stated as follows.
 .PROPOSITION 3.10. C s GrB is a regular chamber system, and $ , -
is a good order on C.
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4. SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES ASSOCIATED WITH
CHAMBER SYSTEMS
 . < <The rank of a chamber system C s C ; P , i g I is the cardinality I .i
Let C be a regular chamber system of rank m. Define simplicial
complex C . The point set of C is C , and the maximal simplexes arek k
< <precisely the P -classes with J s k. If k G m, then C is a simplex.J k
In the rest of the article the following theorem about the complexes Ck
will be proved.
THEOREM 4.1. Let C be a good-ordered regular chamber system. Then
Ä  .H C s 0 if d / k.d k
Now we deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 4.1. Let C be the chamber
system on the set GrB described in Section 3. Then C is regular and
possesses a good order, by Proposition 3.10.
Let H be the set of all rank k q 1 parabolics containing B. Then the
 .complex S G, H, B described in Section 2 is exactly C . Now we havekq1
for 0 F d F k,
Ä ÄH S G, H ( H S G, H , B by Lemma 2.3 .  .  . .  .d d
Ä( H C s 0 by Theorem 4.1 . .  .d kq1
Now we see from Proposition 2.2 that H is k-sufficient, whence Theorem
1.1 follows.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 5 we introduce
some subsets in C , called normal simplexes, and we prove their main
properties. In Section 6 we prove a restricted version of Theorem 4.1,
namely, if c is a k-cycle, which is a linear combination of normal sim-
plexes, then there exists a k q 1-chain c , which consists of normal1
simplexes too, and such that ­ c s c. Finally, we use this statement in1
Section 7 to prove Theorem 4.1 in full generality.
5. NORMAL SIMPLEXES
 .In this section C , $ , - is a regular chamber system with a good
order.
 .Let x g C , and let a , . . . , a be a sequence of distinct elements of I.1 k
 .  .Define the sequence s x; a , . . . , a s x , x , . . . , x of elements from C1 k 0 1 k
by the conditions that x s x and x is the unique minimal chamber0 i
 4a , . . . , a -equivalent to x. Obviously x G x G ??? G x . If x s are all1 i 0 1 k i
distinct, we call this sequence a normal simplex. We also say in this case
 .that s x; a , . . . , a exists.1 k
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 . <  . <DEFINITION 5.1. For a subset X of C define rank X s type X .
 .  .LEMMA 5.2. If s s s x; a , . . . , a is a normal simplex, then rank s s k,1 k
 .  4  . w xtype s s a , . . . , a , and env s s x .1 k a , . . . , a 41 k
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement about type.
 .  4We shall prove that type s s a , . . . , a by induction on k. If k s 0,1 k
 4  . X  .then s s x and type s s B. Let k G 1. Because s s s x; a , . . . , a1 ky1
is a subset of s, we have
 4 Xa , . . . , a s type s : type s . .  .1 ky1
 4  .On the other hand, as all vertices in s are a , . . . , a -equivalent, type s is1 k
 4  4 contained in a , . . . , a and so equals to either a , . . . , a or a , . . . ,1 k 1 ky1 1
4a .k
 .  4  . Assume type s s a , . . . , a , s s x , . . . , x . Because x is a ,1 ky1 0 k k 1
4. . . , a -equivalent to x and x is minimal in this equivalenceky1 ky1 ky1
class, x G x . But x - x by the definition of a normal simplex, ak ky1 k ky1
contradiction.
 .  .Let s s s x; a , . . . , a s x , x , . . . , x be a normal simplex, and let1 k 0 1 k
 .s s x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x be its ith face.i 0 1 iy1 iq1 k
LEMMA 5.3. Let s be a normal k-simplex, and 0 F i F k. Then either
 .  .env s s env s or s is a normal k y 1-simplex.i i
 4.  .  .Proof. First suppose 0 - i - k. Then env x , x : env s : env s .0 k i
 4.  .  .But env x , x s env s by axiom 4 of good order, whence env s s0 k i
 .  .env s and rank s s k.i
Now let i s k. Then it follows directly from the definitions that s sk
 .  .x , x , . . . , x coincides with s x; a , . . . , a and so is a normal0 1 ky1 1 ky1
k y 1-simplex.
 . X  .Finally consider the case i s 0; s s x , x , . . . , x . Put J s type s .0 1 2 k 0
Clearly,
 4  4 XJ s type s s type x , x j type s s a j J . .  . .0 1 0 i
X  .  . X  4Hence either J s J, and then env s s env s , or J s a , . . . , a . We0 2 k
 .show that in the latter case s s s x ; a , . . . , a .0 1 2 k
 4  4Because x and x are simultaneously a , . . . , a - and a , . . . , a -1 i 1 i 2 k
 4equivalent, they are a , . . . , a -equivalent. Further, if x is not minimal in2 i i
 4its a , . . . , a -equivalency class, it is thereby not minimal in its2 i
 4a , . . . , a -equivalency class, which contradicts the normality of s.1 i
We call a chamber c g C i-small if it is minimal in its i-adjacency class,
and we call it i-big otherwise.
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 .  .LEMMA 5.4. i If the normal simplex s x; a , . . . , a exists, then x is1 k
a -big.1
 .ii Let x g C , J : I, and suppose that x is i-big for each i g J. Then
 .for e¨ery sequence a , . . . , a of distinct elements from J the normal simplex1 k
 .s x; a , . . . , a exists.1 k
 .  .  .Proof. i If s s s x; a , . . . , a s x s x, x , . . . , x is a normal k-1 k 0 1 k
simplex, then x - x s x and x is a -adjacent to x, whence x is a -big.1 0 1 1 1
 .  .  .ii Let x , x , . . . , x s s x; a , . . . , a . Show that x / x , i s0 1 k 1 k iy1 i
1, . . . , k. Because x is a -big, there exists y such that y - x and y isi
a -adjacent to x. Then x F y - x. If x s x , then x F y - x, whencei i iy1 i iy1
 4  4.  4.  4. a s type x, y : type x, y, x s type x, x by axiom of goodi iy1 iy1
.  4order : a , . . . , a , a contradiction. Hence all x s are distinct.1 iy1 i
6. THEOREM ON NORMAL CHAINS
We continue the notation and terminology of the previous section.
w xLet J : I and x g C , and let E s x be the class of J-equivalencyJ
 < .containing x. It is well known that E; P , i g J is a regular chamberEi
system on the set E over the set of types J, which we denote by the same
w xsymbol x or E. This chamber system is usually called the J-residue of x.J
 < < . Moreover, $ , - is a good order on E. This easily follows from theE E
observation that if x $ x $ ??? $ x is a $ -chain and both x , x are1 2 k 1 2
.in E, then all x s are in E.i
In this section, we consider the augmented oriented chain complex
Äq Äq .  .C# K of a simplicial complex K. Recall that the homology of C# K and
Ä Ä .   ..C# K is the same and equals the reduced homology H# K . To
simplify the notation, in the following text we omit the tilde and we write
q Äq .  .C# K instead of C# K .
Let K be a complex with a unique maximal simplex, let s s
 .  .x , x , . . . , x be a k-simplex in K, and y g K. By s, y we denote the0 1 k
 .k q 1-simplex t s x , x , . . . , x , y and we say that t is the cone over s0 1 k
with vertex y.
For a k-chain,
c s a s, a g Z, s s
s
we set
c, y s a s, y . .  . s
s
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q .LEMMA 6.1. If c g C K is a k-chain and y g K, thenk
kq1
­ c, y s ­ c, y q y1 c. .  .  .
In the following text we consider C as simplex.
 .DEFINITION 6.2. A k-chain c g C C is normal if it is a lineark
q .combination of normal k-simplexes. Also we call its image in C C ak
normal chain. If c is a cycle we say it is a normal cycle.
Now we can state the main theorem of this section.
q .THEOREM 6.3. Suppose z g C C is a normal k-cycle. Then there existsk
a normal k q 1-chain c such that z s ­ c.
To prove this theorem we define some orderings. First, there is a natural
 4order on I s 1, . . . , m . Further, take any linear order g on C that is an
extension of - , i.e., such that a - b implies a g b. At last, order normal
 .  .simplexes. If s s s x; a , . . . , a and s s s y; b , . . . , b are two normal1 1 k 2 1 k
simplexes, then we put s - s if either x g y or x s y and the sequence1 2
 .  .a , . . . , a precedes b , . . . , b in lexicographic order, i.e., a s1 k 1 k 1
b , . . . , a s b , a - b for some 1 F l F k. In the remainder of this1 ly1 ly1 l l
section a maximal simplex means a simplex that is maximal with respect to
this order.
q .  .Let c g C C be a normal k-chain. We denote by sup c the g-k
maximal of all vertices of all simplexes that are involved i.e., have
.nontrivial coefficient in c. The following lemma holds.
q .  .LEMMA 6.4. Let c g C C be a normal k-chain and x s sup c . Thenk
 .any simplex containing x and in¨ol¨ ed in c has the form s x; a , . . . , a for1 k
some a , . . . , a g I.1 k
Proof. Suppose s is involved in c and contains x. Then s s
 .s y; a , . . . , a . If y / x, it follows from the definition of a normal simplex1 k
 .that y ) x. Hence y c x, which contradicts x s sup c .
 .  .Let us state two statements A and B depending on parameter k.k k
q .Given a simplicial complex K we denote by Z K the subgroup of cyclesk
q .in C K .k
 . q .  .A If z g Z C is a normal k-cycle and x s sup z , then therek k
q  .  .exists a normal k q 1-chain c g C C such that ­ c s z and sup c s x.q1
 .Thus, A includes the statement of Theorem 6.3.k
Let a , . . . , a be distinct elements of I, and let b , . . . , b be the same1 k 1 k
elements but they may be in different order. It will be convenient to
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denote the sign of the substitution,
a ??? a1 k /b ??? b1 k
 .  .by sgn a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b . Now we can state B .1 k 1 k k
 .  4B Let x g C , J : I, J s a , . . . , a , a ) ??? ) a . Sup-k 1 kq1 1 kq1
pose that x is a big for all 1 F i F k q 1. Then there exists a normali
q .k-cycle z g Z C such thatk
 . w x1 all simplexes involved in z are subsets of x ;J
 .  .2 sup z s x; and
 .  .  .3 z s  sgn a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b s x; b , . . . , b q c, the sum1 kq1 1 kq1 1 k
 . qw x .runs over all permutations b , . . . , b of J, and c g C x satisfies1 kq1 k J
 .sup c g x.
 .  .We shall prove A , B by simultaneous induction according to thek k
picture,
. . . .  .  .  .A A A A0 1 2 3
... .
6 6 6
6 6 66 6 . . . .  .  .B B B1 2 3
 .Prove A . Every 0-chain is normal. A 0-cycle has the form z s0
 a y, where the coefficients satisfy  a s 0.y g C y y g C y
By the hypothesis on C , there exists a unique $-minimal chamber,
which is denoted by B it must be clear for the reader why we use this
.notation .
If y g C and y / B, then there exists a chain,
B s x $ x $ ??? $ x s y ,0 1 l
 .x and x being a -adjacent for some a g I. Clearly x , x si iq1 i i iq1 i
 .s x ; a is a normal 1-simplex. Consequently,iq1 i
c y s x , x q x , x q ??? q x , x .  .  .  .l ly1 ly1 ly2 1 0
 .is a normal 1-chain. We have ­ c y s x y x s y y B. Setl 0
c s a c y . . y
ygC
 .  .Then ­ c s a y y B s a y y a B s a y s z.y y y y
  ..  .  < 4  .Further, sup c y s y, whence sup c s max y a / 0 s sup z , andg y
 .A is proved.0
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 .Next prove B . Let x g C , a, b g I, a ) b, and x is a-big and b-big.1
Then there exist x , xX g C such that x $ x, xX $ x, x is a-adjacent to x1 1 1 1 1
X w xand x is b-adjacent to x. Let E s x , and let y be the $-minimal1 a, b4
chamber in E. It follows from Lemma 5.4 that y is different from both x1
and xX .1
There exist two chains,
x % x % x % ??? % x s y ,1 2 l
and
x % xX % xX % ??? % xXX s y ,1 2 l
such that all x , xX , x, y are in E. Puti i
z s x , x q x , x q ??? q x , y .  .  .1 1 2 ly1
y x , xX q xX , xX q ??? q xXX , y . 10 .  .  .  . .1 1 2 l y1
Clearly, z is a normal chain. Further, it is not difficult to see that ­ z s 0
 .  .  .  .  .and sup z s x. Thus z satisfies the conditions 1 , 2 of B . Check 3 .k
 .The sum in 3 is
sgn a, b; a, b s x ; a q sgn a, b; b , a s x ; b s s x ; a y s x ; b .  .  .  .  .  .
s x , x y x , xX . .  .1 1
 .The chain c is the sum of all the remaining terms in 10 . Obviously,
 .  X 4  .sup c g x , x whence sup c g x.1 1
 . q .  .Now prove A . Let z g C C be a normal 1-cycle and x s sup z .1 1
 .We prove A by induction on the maximal simplex involved in z. This1
simplex must contain x. By Lemma 6.4 every 1-simplex involved in z and
 .containing x has the form s x; a for some a g I. In particular, the
maximal simplex has this form. If z contains no other simplexes of this
form, then the coefficient at x in ­ z is nonzero, which cannot be the case.
 .Therefore z contains s x; b for some b / a. It follows from the maximal-
 .ity of s x; a that a ) b. By Lemma 5.4 we get that x is both a-big and
b-big.
w xLet E s x y be $-minimal in E, and leta, b4,
x % x % x % ??? % x s y ,1 2 l
x % xX % xX % ??? % xXX s y1 2 l
be the chains considered previously. Consider the 2-chain,
Xc s x , x , y q x , x , y q ??? q x , x , y .  .  .1 1 2 ly2 ly1
X X X X X
X Xy x , x , y q x , x , y q ??? q x , x , y . .  .  .1 1 2 l y2 l y1
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Show it is a normal 2-chain. Assume x and x are a-adjacent. Iti iq1
 .  .follows directly from the definition of s x ; a, b that s x ; a, b si i
 .  .x , x , y . If x / y, then s x ; a, b is a normal 2-simplex, otherwisei iq1 is1 i
 .x , x , y s 0 as oriented simplex. The argument for the case when xi iq1 i
 X X .and x are b-adjacent, as well as for x , x , y , is similar.iq1 i iq1
X X  .Next, it is easy to see that z s ­ c is precisely the chain 10 . The
X  .  .maximal simplex involved in z is x, x s s x; a .1
 . Y XLet p be the coefficient at s x; a in z. Then z s z y pz contains only
 . Y Y Ysimplexes less than s x; a . By the inductive hypothesis, z s ­ c , where c
 Y .  Y . Y Xis a normal 2-chain and sup c s sup z . Now we obtain z s z q pz s
­ c, where c s cY q pcX. Notice that because the maximal simplex involved
Y X  Y .in z is less than the maximal simplex involved in z , we have sup c s
 Y .  .  .  .sup z g sup z s x, whence sup c g x s sup z . On the other hand,s s
 .  .  .  .  .sup z s sup ­ c g sup c , whence sup z s sup c , which proves the rests .of A .1
Here a remark should be made. When arguing by induction, we tacitly
 .assumed that C is finite. In the general case we have to use axiom 5 of
good order. We leave the details to the interested reader.
 .  .  .Statements A , B , and A are the base of the induction. Below0 1 1
k G 2.
 .  4Prove B . Let x g C , J s a , . . . , a , a ) ??? ) a , and x isk 1 kq1 1 kq1
a -big for i s 1, . . . , k q 1. Denotei
 4J s J _ a s a , . . . , a , . . . , a , 4Ãi i 1 i kq1
Ã .where is for the missed term .
 .Applying B to x and J we see that there exists a normal k y 1-cycleky1 i
z such thati
 .  .1 sup z s x;i
 . w x2 all simplexes involved in z are subsets of x ; andi J i
 .  .  . X3 z s  sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b s x; b , . . . , b q z ,Ãi 1 i kq1 1 k 1 ky1 i
 . Xthe sum runs over all permutations b , . . . , b of J , and z satisfies1 k i i
 X.sup z g x.i
w x  .Let y be the minimal chamber in x . Consider the k-chain t s z , yi J i i ii
 . w xthe cone over z . Clearly, all simplexes involved in t are in x . Next, asi i J i
 .  .y g x and sup z s x we conclude that sup t s x.i i i
Show that
t s  sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b s x ; b , . . . , b , b . .Ãi 1 i kq1 1 k 1 ky1 k
q zX , y . .i i
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  . .  .It is sufficient to check that s x; b , . . . , b , y s s x; b , . . . , b .1 ky1 i 1 k
 .But it is immediate from the definition of s x; b , . . . , b if we note that1 k
 4  4b , . . . , b s J and so y is the minimal chamber b , . . . , b -equivalent1 k i i 1 k
to x.
More generally, let s be a normal k y 1-simplex involved in z . Theni
 .  .s s s u; b , . . . , b s x , x , . . . , x , where b , . . . , b are distinct1 ky1 0 1 ky1 1 ky1
w x  .  .elements of J and u g x . The cone s, y is x , x , . . . , x , y . Ifi J i 0 1 ky1 ii
 .x s y , then s, y s 0 as oriented simplex. If x / y , then the latterky1 i i ky1 i
 . sequence is precisely s u; b , . . . , b , b where b is the unique element1 ky1 k k
.  .of J different from b , . . . , b , and so s, y is a normal k-simplex. Iti 1 ky1 i
follows that t is a normal k-chain.i
Consider
kq1
k iq1r s y1 y1 t . .  . i
is1
w xThis is a normal k-chain, and each simplex involved in r is in x . WeJ
have
kq1
iq1qkr s y1 .
is1
= sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b s x ; b , . . . , b , b . .Ã 1 i kq1 1 k 1 ky1 k
kq1
iq1qk Xq y1 z , y s r q r . .  . i i 1 2
is1
 .For every permutation b , . . . , b of the set J we have1 k i
sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b .Ã1 i kq1 1 k
s sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a , a ; b , . . . , b , a .Ã1 i kq1 i 1 k i
s sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a , a ; a , . . . , a .Ã1 i kq1 i 1 kq1
=sgn a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b , a . .1 kq1 1 k i
 . iqkq1The first multiplier is y1 . So one can rewrite r as1
kq1
sgn a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b , a s x ; b , . . . , b , .  .  1 kq1 1 k i 1 k
is1 b , . . . , b gJ1 k i
i.e.,
sgn a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b s x ; b , . . . , b , .  . 1 kq1 1 kq1 1 k
 .the sum runs over all permutations b , . . . , b of J.1 kq1
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 X.  X ..  .  .Because sup z g x, sup z , y g x, whence sup r g x and so sup ri i i 2
s x.
 .  .  .Thus we see that r satisfies conditions 1 ] 3 of B . However, r cank
be not a cycle. We are going to add additional terms to r to get a cycle and
 .  .to keep conditions 1 ] 3 satisfied.
 .  .  .  .kShow that sup ­ r g x. We have ­ t s ­ z , y s ­ z , y q y1 zi i i i i i
 .  .k  .by Lemma 6.1 s y1 z as z is cycle . Hence,i i
kq1
iq1
­ r s y1 z . . i
is1
The latter sum equals
kq1
iq1y1 sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b .  .Ã  1 i kq1 1 k
is1  .b , . . . , b1 k
kq1
iq1 X= s x ; b , . . . , b q y1 z s s q s . .  .1 ky1 i 1 2
is1
Show that s s 0. Let b , . . . , b be distinct elements of J; then1 1 ky1
 4  4b , . . . , b s J _ a , a for some 1 F j - l F k q 1. It is not difficult to1 ky1 j l
see that the sum s contains exactly two summands proportional to1
 .s x; b , . . . , b , one of them corresponds to i s j and b s a , the other1 ky1 k l
 .to i s l and b s a . Thus the coefficient at s x; b , . . . , b in s isk j 1 ky1 1
jq1y1 sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b , a . Ã .1 j kq1 1 ky1 l
lq1q y1 sgn a , . . . , a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b , a . . Ã .1 l kq1 1 ky1 j
We leave to the reader to show that this is zero.
 X.  .Because sup z g x for 1 F i F k q 1, it follows that sup s g x.i 2
 .Hence sup ­ r g x, as required.
Note that because zX is a normal k y 1-chain, ­ r is also normal.i
w xFurther, because any simplex involved in z is in x , any simplex involvedi J iw xin ­ r is a subset of x .J
X w xNow we consider C s x as a chamber system over J, as described inJ
 . Xthe beginning of this section. From A applied to C and to k y 1-chainky1
q  X. q X.­ r g C C we get that there exists a normal k-chain c g C C suchky1 k
 .  .that ­ c s ­ r and sup c s sup ­ r .
 .Put z s r y c. Then ­ z s ­ r y ­ c s 0. Moreover, sup z s x, because
 .  .  .sup r s x and sup c s sup ­ r g x.
w xFinally, every simplex involved in z is in x , and thus z is a cycleJ
 .satisfying B .k
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 .At last prove A . The proof will be divided into three steps. Letk
q .  .z g C C be a normal k-cycle and x s sup z . According to Lemma 6.4,k
every simplex involved in z and containing x must have the form
 .s x; a , . . . , a for some a , . . . , a g I.1 k 1 k
 .  .1 Show that if s x; a , . . . , a is involved in z, then for each1 k
 .permutation p g S the simplex s x; a , . . . , a is also involved in z.k p 1. p k .
 .In particular, s x; a , . . . , a does exist.p 1. p k .
It is sufficient to consider the case of transposition p ; i.e., to show that
 .for 1 F i F k y 1 the simplex s s x; a , . . . , a , a , a , a , . . . , a is1 iy1 iq1 i iq2 k
involved in z.
 .We have s s x , x , . . . , x , x ) x ) ??? ) x . The ith face of s is0 1 k 0 1 k
 .s s x , x , . . . , x , . . . , x . Because z is a cycle, there exists a simplexÃi 0 1 i k
X  .  .s s s y; b , . . . , b s y , y , . . . , y / s involved in z and such that s s1 k 0 1 k i
sX for some j.j
If j s 0, then x s x must be equal to one of y , . . . , y , whence0 1 k
 .y s y ) x, contrary to sup z s x. So j G 1, whence y s y s x s x.0 0 0
 4We need an auxiliary construction. Let t s u ) u ) ??? ) u be a0 1 l
chain in C. Consider the flag of subsets of I,
 4  4  4type u , u : type u , u , u : ??? : type u , u , . . . , u , .  .  .0 1 0 1 2 0 1 l
 .which we denote by F t . It follows from the properties of good order that
 4.  4.  .type u , u , . . . , u s type u , u , whence F t is0 1 i 0 i
 4  4  4type u , u : type u , u : ??? : type u , u . .  .  .0 1 0 2 0 l
 4 Let t s s s x ) x ) ??? ) x ) ??? ) x . By Lemma 5.2 type x ,Ãi 0 1 i k 0
4.  4.  4  .x s type x , x , . . . , x s a , . . . , a . Therefore F s isi 0 1 i 1 i i
 4  4  4  4a : a , a : ??? : a , . . . , a : a , . . . , a , a1 1 2 1 iy1 1 i iq1
 4: ??? : a , . . . , a .1 k
 .  4In other words, F s is the natural maximal flag with the term a , . . . , ai 1 i
missed.
 X .Similarly, F s isj
 4  4  4b : b , b : ??? : b , . . . , b ,1 1 2 1 k
 4the term b , . . . , b being missed.1 j
X  .  X .Because s s s , F s s F s . But this is possible only if i s j andi j i j
 .  .  . either b , . . . , b s a , . . . , a or b , . . . , b s a , . . . , a , a , a ,1 k 1 k 1 k 1 iy1 iq1 i
. X  .a , . . . , a . However, as s / s, the latter case holds, which proves 1 .iq2 k
 .  . 2 If s x; a , . . . , a is involved in z, then there exists b f a , . . . ,1 k 1
4  .a such that s x; a , . . . , a , b is involved in z.k 1 ky1
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 .  4The proof is similar to that of step 1 . We have s s x ) ??? ) x ;0 k
 . X X  .the kth face of s is x , . . . , x . There exists s / s, s s s y; b , . . . , b0 ky1 1 k
such that sX is involved in z and sX s s for some 0 F j F k. In the samej k
 .  .  X .way as in 1 we see y s x and j G 1. Next, the equality F s s F sk j
implies k s j and a s b , . . . , a s b . Because sX / s, it follows that1 1 ky1 ky1
b / a . Put b s b .k k k
 .  .3 Now we can prove A . We shall argue by induction on thek
maximal simplex involved in z. This simplex must have the form s s
 .s x; a , . . . , a .1 k
X  .Let p g S , p / 1. Because s s s x; a , . . . , a is also involved ink p 1. p k .
z, we have sX - s, whence,
a , . . . , a - a , . . . , a .  .p 1. p k . 1 k
lexicographically. Hence a ) ??? ) a .1 k
 4  .Next, there exists b f a , . . . , a such that s x; a , . . . , a , b is in-1 k 1 ky1
volved in z. Because the latter simplex is less than s, b - a . Put a s b.k kq1
 .  .From step 1 applied to s x; a , . . . , a , a , we obtain that1 ky1 kq1
 .s x; a , . . . , a is involved in z for every permutation s of the sets 1. s kq1.
 41, . . . , k y 1, k q 1 . In particular, we see that for every 1 F i F k q 1
 .there exists a normal k-simplex of the form s x; a , b , . . . , b for somei 1 ky1
b , . . . , b g I. Using Lemma 5.4 we obtain that x is a -big.1 ky1 i
 4  .Thus x and J s a , . . . , a satisfy the hypothesis of B . Let z be1 kq1 k 1
 .the cycle denoted by z in the statement of B . Then the maximal simplexk
involved in z is s, and the coefficient at s in z equals 1.1 1
w x  .Let y be the minimal chamber in x . Consider the cone c s z , y .J 1 1
 .The argument in the proof of B shows that c is a normal k q 1-chain.k 1
 .  .kq1Moreover, ­ c s ­ z , y q y1 z s "z . Multiplying by y1 if nec-1 1 1 1
essary, we can assume ­ c s z .1 1
Let p be the coefficient at s in z. Then zX s z y pz contains only1
simplexes less than s. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a normal
X X X  X.  X.k q 1-chain c such that z s ­ c and sup z s sup c . Now z s ­ c,
where c s cX q pc . Clearly, c is normal.1
 .  .  .  X .  X.Finally, sup c g sup z , for sup c s x and sup c s sup z g x. Be-1s s
 .  .  .  .cause sup ­ c g sup c for any c, we actually have sup c s sup z .s .The proof of A and of Theorem 6.3 is completed.k
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1
In this section we deduce Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 6.3.
Let C be a good-ordered regular chamber system of rank m, and for
l F m let C be the simplicial complex on the set C described in Section 4.l
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Our key tool in this section will be a certain decomposition of chains
q .from C C . We shall denote by M the set of all J-equivalency classesk l l
< < q .for all J : I, J s l. Let c g C C . Because every simplex of thek l
complex C is a subset of some class T g M , there exists a decomposition,l l
c s c T , 11 .  .
TgMl
 .where c T is a linear combination of simplexes that are subsets of T. We
 .call 11 a class decomposition. It should be noted that such a decomposi-
tion is not unique.
< <Let T g M be a P -class for some J : I with J s l. Consider T as al J
chamber system over J, as described in the beginning of the previous
section. Then we can consider the simplicial complex T for each 0 F n F l.n
The maximal simplexes of T are U g M with U : T. Actually, we shalln n
consider only the complexes T and T . The latter is denoted also by T ,ly1 l
because it is a simplex.
LEMMA 7.1. Let C be a regular chamber system of rank m. Let z g
q .Z C , l - m, and letk l
z s z T .
TgMl
be its class decomposition. Then for each T g M ,l
­ z T g Zq T . .  .ky1 ly1
 .Proof. The boundary ­ z T is a linear combination,
­ z T s a s, a g Z, .  s s
of k y 1-simplexes that are in T.
  ..Assume s is involved in this sum; i.e., a / 0. Because ­  z T ss T g Ml
 .0, s must be involved in ­ z U for some class U g M different from T.l
Then s is in U, whence s : T l U. Because C is regular, T l U is an
equivalency class strictly contained in T , and so it is a simplex of the
complex T . Therefore s is a simplex in T , and the lemma follows.ly1 ly1
Now we prove Theorem 4.1. We divide the proof into several steps.
 . q .1 Assume z g Z C and l F k y 1. Then z s ­ c for some k qk l
q  .1-chain c g C C .kq1 l
Proof. We use induction on l.
Assume l s 0. The maximal simplexes in C are the points. Hence0
q .C C s 0 for k ) 0, and there is nothing to prove.k 0
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q .Let l s 1, z g Z C . Consider a class decomposition,k 1
z s z T , .
TgM1
 . q .where z T g C T . By Lemma 7.1,k
­ z T g Zq T . .  .ky1 0
q  .  .Because k ) 1, k y 1 ) 0, whence C T s 0. Thus ­ z T s 0 for allky1 0
q .  .  .T. Because C# T is acyclic because T is a simplex , we have z T s
 .  . q  .  .­ c T for some C T g C T . Taking c s  c T , we havekq1 T g M1
­ c s ­ c T s z T s z , .  . 
TgM1
q  .and c g C C .kq1 1
Now let l G 2. Again consider a class decomposition. By Lemma 7.1,
­ z T g Zq T . .  .ky1 ly1
Because k y 1 ) l y 1, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to the
 .  .  .chamber system T and to the cycle ­ z T . We see that ­ z T s ­ c T1
 . q .   .  ..  .for some k-chain c T g C T . Hence ­ z T y c T s 0; i.e., z T1 k ly1 1
 . q .  .  .  .  .y c T g Z T . Therefore z T y c T s ­ c T for some c T g1 k 1 2 2
q  .C T . Taking the sum of equalities,kq1
z T s ­ c T q c T , .  .  .2 1
over all T we get z s ­ c q c , where2 1
c s c T g Cq T s Cq C , .  .  . 1 1 k ly1 k ly1
TgM TgMl l
 . q  .and c s c T g C C .2 2 kq1 l
Because z is a cycle, so is c . By induction we can assume that c s ­ c1 1 3
q  .for some c g C C . Hence z s ­ c q ­ c s ­ c, where3 kq1 ly1 2 3
c s c q c g Cq C q Cq C s Cq C . .  .  .2 3 kq1 l kq1 ly1 kq1 l
 .  . q .2 Assume that k s rank C s m, z g Z C , z s n q b, n is ak
q .normal k-chain and b g C C . Then n s 0.k ky1
Proof. Use induction on k.
First let k s 1. Because there are no oriented k-simplexes of rank 0 if
k ) 0, it follows that b s 0. Therefore n is a cycle consisting of normal
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1-simplexes. By Theorem 6.3 n is the boundary of a normal 2-chain. But
 .because rank C s 1, there are no normal 2-chains, whence n s 0.
Next let k ) 1. Consider a class decomposition,
b s b T , b T g Cq T . .  .  . k
TgMky1
 .Let s be a k y 1-simplex involved in ­ b T . Then one of the two cases
holds:
 .  .1 s is involved in ­ b U for some U g M , U / T , and thenky1
 .s : T l U and rank s F k y 2, or
 .2 s is involved in ­ n. Then s is a face of a normal k-simplex.
 .  .Because rank s F k y 1, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that rank s s k y 1
and s is normal.
 .  .Thus, ­ b T s n q b , where n is a normal k y 1-chain from C T1 1 1 ky1
 .  .and b g C T . So the k y 1-cycle ­ b T and the chamber system T1 ky1 ky2
satisfy the hypothesis of the induction. By the induction assumption,
 .  .n s 0. Hence ­ b T s b s b T contains only k y 1-simplexes of rank1 1 1
 .F k y 2, and so ­ b s ­ b T also contains only simplexes of rank
F k y 2.
On the other hand, only simplexes of rank G k y 1 can be involved in
 .­ n. So the equality ­ n q b s 0 implies ­ n s 0 and ­ b s 0. By Theorem
6.3, n s ­ nX, where nX is a normal k q 1-chain. But there are no normal
X .k q 1-simplexes, because rank C s k; i.e., n s 0, whence n s 0.
 .  .Now we remove the condition rank C s k in the hypothesis of step 2 .
 . q .3 Assume that z g Z C and z s n q b, where n is a normalk k
k-chain and b is a k-chain containing only simplexes of rank F k y 1.
Then ­ n s 0 and ­ b s 0.
 .Proof. If rank C - k, then n s 0, because there are no normal k-sim-
plexes. Hence ­ b s ­ z s 0.
 .  .If rank C s k, then n s 0 by 2 . In the following text we assume
 .k - rank C .
 .Consider a class decomposition of b. Just as in the proof of step 2 we
 .can see that ­ b T s n q b , where n is a normal k y 1-chain from1 1 1
 .C T and b is a linear combination of k y 1-simplexes of rankky1 1
 .F k y 2. Now we can apply 2 to the chamber system T and we get
 .  .n s 0. Hence ­ b T s b , and ­ b s  ­ b T is a linear combination of1 1 T
k y 1-simplexes of rank F k y 2. Because ­ involves only simplexes of
 .rank G k y 1, the equality ­ n q b s 0 implies ­ n s 0 and ­ b s 0.
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 . q .4 Suppose z g Z C is a cycle. Then there exist a normalk k
q  .k-chain and a k q 1-chain c g C C such that z s n q ­ c. Moreover,kq1 k
q  .there exists a k q 1-chain b g C C such that z s ­ b.kq1 kq1
Proof. Prove the first statement by induction on k.
If k s 0, the statement is trivial, because any 0-chain is normal.
 .Let k ) 0. If k G rank C , then C is simplex and every cycle is ak
q  .boundary, whence z s ­ c for some c g C C , and we can take n s 0kq1 k
in this case.
 .In the following text assume k F rank C . Consider a class decomposi-
tion,
z s z T , .
TgMk
of z. By Lemma 7.1,
­ z T g Zq T . .  .ky1 ky1
By the induction hypothesis applied to the chamber system T we can see
 . q .  .that there exists c T g C T and a normal k y 1-chain n T g1 k ky1 1
q  .C T such thatky1 ky1
­ z T s n T q ­ c T . .  .  .1 1
 .  .The latter equality implies that n T is a cycle. By Theorem 6.3 n T s1 1
 .  . q .­ n T , where n T is a normal k-chain from C T . We get2 2 k
­ z T s ­ n T q ­ c T . .  .  .2 1
q .  . q  .Because C# T is acyclic, there exists c T g C T such that2 kq1
z T s n T q c T q ­ c T . .  .  .  .2 1 2
Taking the sum of the latter equality over T , we find z s n q c q ­ c ,1 2
where
n s n T , . 2
TgMk
c s c T g Cq C , c s c T g Cq C . .  .  .  . 1 1 k ky1 2 2 kq1 k
TgM TgMk k
q .Note that n q c g C C is a cycle. Because n is a normal k-chain1 k k
q .  .and c g C C , we can apply 3 and we can obtain ­ n s ­ c s 0.1 k ky1 1
 . q  .According to 1 , c s ­ c for some c g C C . Now we obtain1 3 3 kq1 ky1
q  .z s n q ­ c, where c s c q c . Clearly c g C C . The first statement3 2 kq1 k
is proved.
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Obviously, n is a normal k-cycle. By Theorem 6.3, n s ­ n for a normal1
k q 1-chain n . Hence c s ­ b, where b s n q c. Because any normal1 1
q q .  .l-chain is in C C , we conclude that b g C C .l l kq1 kq1
 . q . q  .5 If z g Z C , then z s ­ c for some c g C C .k kq1 kq1 kq1
Proof. We use induction on k.
q . q . q .Let k s 0, z g Z C . Obviously Z C s Z C for all l G 0,0 1 0 l 0 0
q . q .whence z g Z C , and z s ­ c for some c g C C by the previous0 0 1 1
step.
Next let k G 1. Consider a class decomposition,
z s z T . .
TgMkq1
 . q  .By Lemma 7.1. ­ z T g Z T .ky1 k
The induction hypothesis applied to the chamber system T and to thek
 .  .  .  . q .cycle ­ z T shows that ­ z T s ­ c T for some c T g C T . Then1 1 k k
 .  . q .  .  .  .we have z T y c T g Z T , whence z T s c T q ­ c T , c g1 k 1 2 2
q  .C T . Taking the sum over T we get z s c q ­ c , wherekq1 1 2
c s c T g Cq C , c s c T g Cq C . .  .  .  . 1 1 k k 2 2 kq1 kq1
TgM TgMkq1 kq1
q  .Clearly c is a cycle. The previous step gives c s ­ c , c g C C .1 1 3 3 kq1 kq1
q  .Hence z s ­ c, where C s c q c g C C .3 2 kq1 kq1
 . q . q  .6 If z g Z C , l ) k, then there exists c g C C such thatk l kq1 l
z s ­ c.
Proof. We use induction on k, and on l when k is fixed.
q . q . q .Let k s 0. Because C C s C C , we have z g Z C , whence0 l 0 0 0 0
q . q .  .z s ­ c for some c g C C : C C by 4 .1 1 1 l
Now let k ) 0. When l s k q 1 the desired statement is precisely that
 .of step 5 . So assume l ) k q 1. However, as earlier,
z s z T , ­ z T g Zq T . .  .  . ky1 ly1
TgMl
The induction hypothesis applied to the chamber system T and to thely1
 .  .  .  . q .cycle ­ z T gives ­ z T s ­ c T for some c T g C T . Hence1 1 k ly1
 .  .  . q  .z T y c T s ­ c T for appropriate c g C T .1 2 2 kq1
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Now we get z s c s ­ c , where1 2
c s c T g Cq C , c s c T g Cq C . .  .  .  . 1 1 k ly1 2 2 kq1 l
TgMl
Clearly, c is a cycle. Moreover, l y 1 ) k, as l ) k q 1. By induction we1
q  .get c s ­ c , c g C C .1 3 3 kq1 ly1
q  .Now z s ­ c, where c s c q c . Clearly c g C C , which completes3 2 kq1 l
 .the proof of 6 .
 .Theorem 4.1 is nothing else than the union of the statements of steps 1
 .and 6 .
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
i .Theorem 1.1 can be used to compute H G, M , where G is a Chevalley
group of characteristic p and M is a KG-module, in some cases. If
w xchar K s p, there is a rather well-developed theory, see survey 10 for
instance. But I do not know about any general results concerning the case
char K / p. One can try to apply Theorem 1.1 in this case. Note that a
parabolic subgroup P = B contains a large normal p-subgroup U 1 P the
.unipotent radical , which becomes ``invisible'' when we consider cohomol-
ogy if char K / p.
On the other hand, it is not difficult to prove the following result: if
i .charK s p, then a cohomology class j g H B, M can be extended to G
if and only if it can be extended to each rank 1 parabolic P = B. I do not
know whether this statement is true if we replace ``cohomology class'' by
.``cocycle.''
It is likely that some of the chamber systems associated to Buekenhout
geometries also admit a good order, and so Theorem 1.1 is true for the
corresponding parabolic systems. At least, this is the case for the geome-
tries with the diagram,
L L L. . . . .` ` ` ` `,
w xsee preprint 4 .
Finally, it is an easy exercise to show that a good-ordered regular
chamber system is 2-simply connected.
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